Invitation
On behalf of Cherechiu City Hall, I respectfully invite you to our event entitled "Unity in times of
crisis". The participating towns will be: Cherechiu with 70 participants, Kokád with 30
participants, Újfehértó with 20 participants, Felsőtelekes with 20 participants, Szentgyörgyvölgy
with 30 participants, Öcsöd with 25 participants, Naszály with 25 participants, Motvarjevci with
25 participants, Dlha Ves with 25 participants and Nyíradony with 30 participants. The event
will be organized between August 12 and 14, 2022 in Cherechiu. The project is organized with
the financial support of the European Union, Europe for Citizens program, Strand 2 Democratic engagement and civic participation, subprogramme 2.1 Town Twinning.
The program plan of the event is attached to the invitation,

Contact person: Nyíri Sándor - +40 259-352 585

We rely on your honorable presence.

Sincerely,
Sandor Nyíri
The mayor of Cherechiu commune

Program plan proposal

Day 1. "The future through the eyes of the past"
10:00 Welcoming guests

- Presentation speech of each municipality as well as the changes / achievements made during
the last visit in Cherechiu commune
- Reviewing the program
12:00 Lunch
14:00 Watching the documentary "The Red Disaster"
15:00 Debate on the topic "The Importance of European Citizenship"
18:00 Dinner
19:00 Exchange of opinions: "Euroscepticism - national desire or political will?"
20:00 Traditional evening

Day 2. "Above prejudices - current issues"
09:00 Breakfast
10:00 a.m. Debate on the theme "The phenomenon of migration in the European Union tolerance and solidarity"
12:00 Lunch
14:00 Debate on the theme "Marginalization of ethnic minorities"
17:00 Parade of carriages through the village of Cheșereu
19:00 Dinner
20:00 Exchange of opinions "Daily problems of citizens - common experiences"
22:00 Fireworks

Day 3. "Unity through culture"
09:00 Breakfast

10:00 Cooking event
12:00 Lunch
14:00 Creative workshop - "Intercultural dialogue"
15:00 Exchange of views: Unity through diversity - Capitalizing on transnational relations
17:00 Town Twinning agreement with Nyiradony township
18:00 Closing of the days and setting the meeting date for the following year

